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puma1552 Awesome, mine just showed up on my desk at work so here's a few more pics and another review for anyone considering it. Mine took just over a week
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to ship from Australia to Japan with the slowest shipping method.

The bags, as has been mentioned, came in very neat and simple packaging, and arrived in perfect condition, inside a plastic sleeve within a cardbard
envelope.

I ordered two foofbags; the gray one is the "Tsunami" Japanese cotton one, which I got for my uMBP, and the other one is the "Nishikigoi" Japanese
cotton one, which I got for my MBA.
Tsunami Bag:

Here is the inside of the bag. As you can see the acrylic fleece is more of a cream color than a white color, and it's of a little shorter pile than I
expected, though it is also softer than I expected:

You'll notice the fleece is very clean--I noticed with AppleSacs that there was crap in the fleece that had to be picked/lint-rolled out before use. Not so
with the foofbag.
I was worried about the inseam as well, because the AppleSac I ordered had a terrible, rough inseam so I never used the sleeve. The following is a pic
of the inner seams--very very clean, not rough at all, not anything you can even feel with your fingers:

Here's the sleeve at the bottom inside end of the case. It's a little different than the side seams, but as the bag is turned inside out for the picture,
once turned inside right it is very similar to the other seams...you can feel it, but it's completely covered with soft fleece just like the rest of the insides
of the bags so zero worries here as well:

Glory shots:

And the Nishikigoi bag for the Air:

So how are the bags?
As I mentioned before, the two things I was really worried about was shedding and the inseams. I am happy to say that the seams are basically
nonexistent inside the bag, and there is not a single fiber of shedding whatsoever. The bags are definitely made of high quality materials, and are very
well crafted. I also was apprehensive of fleece because there are far softer materials out there and to me fleece (albeit synthetic in this case) just
never seemed very soft to me at all. However, the fleece used in these bags is much softer than I expected. There are still other materials that are
softer, like microfiber, but nonetheless, as a super anal person, I have zero worries about the material. Feels great and poses no threat to the laptops.
I'd also like to comment on the fitment. It says on their site that the bags are a very, very snug fit, and this is true. The bag for the Air is certainly
very snug, and holding the laptop bag open-end down would NOT allow the laptop to slide out--it's in there good. It's almost a touch toooo tight, but
after a few uses it will be perfect. The bag for the MBP is also very snug, though just a touch easier than the MBA bag is to get the laptop in and out-it's basically perfect right out of the box. I also feel the bags are sufficiently thick to be able to carefully place the laptop in a school backpack between
textbooks without having to worry about it.
In short, the bags are highly, highly recommended for basic scratch protection and there is nothing to worry about with these bags.
EDIT: I also may order the "nami aka" one as well.
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